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Permeability Estimates in Histopathology-Proved Treatment-Induced Necrosis Using Perfusion CT: Can These Add to Other Perfusion Parameters in Differentiating from Recurrent/Progressive Tumors?

**BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE:** Differentiating treatment effects from RPT is a common yet challenging task in a busy neuro-oncologic practice. PS probably represents a different aspect of angiogenesis and vasculature and can provide additional physiologic information about recurrent/progressive enhancing lesions. The purpose of the study was to use PS measured by using PCT to differentiate TIN from RPT in patients with previously irradiated brain tumor who presented with a recurrent/progressive enhancing lesion.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS:** Seventy-two patients underwent PCT for assessment of a recurrent/progressive enhancing lesion from January 2006 to November 2009. Thirty-eight patients who underwent surgery and histopathologic diagnosis were included in this analysis. Perfusion parameters such as PS, CBV, CBF, and MTT were obtained from the enhancing lesion as well as from the NAWM.

**RESULTS:** Of 38 patients, 11 were diagnosed with pure TIN and 27 had RPT. Patients with TIN showed significantly lower mean PS values than those with RPT (1.8 ± 0.8 versus 3.6 ± 1.6 mL/100 g/min; \( P \) value = .001). The TIN group also showed lower rCBV (1.2 ± 0.3 versus 2.1 ± 0.7; \( P \) value < .001), lower rCBF (1.2 ± 0.5 versus 2.6 ± 1.7; \( P \) value = .004), and higher rMTT (1.4 ± 0.4 versus 1.0 ± 0.4; \( P \) value = .018) compared with the RPT group.

**CONCLUSIONS:** PCT and particularly PS can be used in patients with previously treated brain tumors to differentiate TIN from RPT. PS estimates can help increase the accuracy of PCT in differentiating these 2 entities.

**ABBREVIATIONS:** BBB = blood-brain barrier; CBF = cerebral blood flow; CBV = cerebral blood volume; EBRT = external beam radiation therapy; FSRT = fractionated stereotactic radiation therapy; GTR = gross total resection; IMRT = intensity-modulated radiation therapy; IV = intravenous; MTT = mean transit time; NAWM = normal-appearing white matter; PCT = perfusion CT; PCV = procarbazine, chloroethyl-cyclohexyl-nitrosourea and vincristine; PS = permeability surface area product; PSR = percentage signal-intensity recovery; rCBF = relative CBF; rCBV = relative CBV; rMTT = relative MTT; ROC = receiver operating characteristic analysis; rPSR = relative PSR; RPT = recurrent/progressive tumor; RT = radiation therapy; SRS = stereotactic radio-surgery; STR = subtotal resection; TIN = treatment-induced necrosis; TMZ = Temozolomide; VEGF = vascular endothelial growth factor; WHO = World Health Organization

**REFERENCES:**

1. Conventional MR imaging features and MR spectroscopic imaging have been used to differentiate radiation necrosis from recurrent tumors with mixed success. Various functional imaging techniques have also been used in the past with limited results. Fluorodeoxyglucose–positron-emission tomography, which is based on tumor glucose metabolism, has shown variable sensitivity and specificity in differentiating recurrent tumors from radiation necrosis and also has limited...
spatial resolution. Posttreatment recurrent enhancing lesions have also been evaluated with MR perfusion imaging, showing increased CBV in recurrent tumors compared with non-neoplastic lesions.6 PCT has also been used to differentiate recurrent tumors from radiation necrosis on the basis of the difference in blood volume measurements.7 Most of the perfusion imaging techniques, whether using MR imaging8,9 or CT, have used only blood volume estimates as a tool to differentiate recurrent high-grade tumor from TIN. However, quantitative estimates of vessel leakiness/permeability, another important physiologic measure of tumor angiogenesis that has been used to grade gliomas preoperatively10,11 as well as a follow-up tool,12 have not been used much to differentiate recurrent tumors from TIN.13,14

The purpose of this retrospective study was to use quantitative estimates of PS obtained by using PCT in addition to other perfusion parameters in differentiating RPT from TIN in patients with previously irradiated brain tumors.

Materials and Methods

Patient Population

This retrospective study was approved by the institutional review board and was compliant with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. Between January 2006 and December 2009, 72 patients with recurrent/progressive enhancing lesion noted on the follow-up imaging for a previously treated brain tumor underwent PCT to differentiate RPT from TIN. All these patients had been previously treated with adjuvant radiation and chemotherapy with or without prior surgery. However, only 38 patients who underwent surgery after the PCT examination and histologic confirmation of these recurrent/progressive enhancing lesions were included in the present analysis.

PCT Technique and Parametric Map Analysis

PCT studies were performed on 64-section multidetector row CT scanner (VCT; GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin). A low-radiation-dose noncontrast CT head study was performed to localize the region of interest before obtaining a perfusion scan. For the perfusion scan, 50 mL of nonionic contrast (ioversol, Optiray 350 mg/mL; Mallinckrodt, St. Louis, Missouri) was injected at a rate of 4 mL/s through a 20-ga IV line by using an automatic power injector. At 5 seconds into the injection, a cine (continuous) scan was initiated with the following technique: 80 kVp, 120 mA, and 1 second per rotation for a duration of 50 seconds. After the initial 50-second cine scan, 8 more axial images were acquired, 1 image every 15 seconds for an additional 2 minutes, thus giving a total acquisition time of 199 seconds.15 The estimated mean effective radiation dose for a PCT study ranges from 3.5 to 3.8 mSv, with the low milliampere protocol used in the present study. Eight 5-mm-thick axial sections were acquired, resulting in a total coverage area of 4 cm. Perfusion maps of CBV, CBF, MTT, and PS were generated at an Advantage Windows workstation by using PCT Advantage Windows 3.0 software (GE Healthcare) in all patients. We used the superior sagittal sinus as the venous output function in all patients and the artery with the greatest peak and slope on time-attenuation curves as the arterial input function. A region of interest was drawn within the confines of a large vessel, and the automatic function of the software picked the pixels with the greatest peak and slope on the time-attenuation curve for analysis. Regions of interest were drawn manually on the PCT parametric maps by a neuroradiologist (R.J.), including the whole recurrent enhancing lesion within the coverage region. We placed regions of interest, taking care not to include necrotic/cystic parts or calcified portions of the lesion and also avoiding any major cortical vessels. Another region of interest was also placed over the NAWM in the contralateral cerebral hemisphere. Absolute values of PS for the entire recurrent enhancing lesion, as well as rCBV, rCBF, and rMTT obtained by using the NAWM as the denominator in each case, were used for final analysis.

Histopathologic Examination

TIN was defined as coagulative necrosis accompanied by treatment-related vascular abnormalities, including vessel wall thickening, necrosis, hylainization, and endothelial proliferation on histopathology. To be eligible for this analysis, the TIN specimen must show no visible tumor (pure TIN) or have only isolated microscopic foci of tumor. Patients in whom TIN tissue was mixed with solid viable tumor were assigned to the RPT group. All cases in which the degree of tumor cell infiltration was questionable were rereviewed by the study neuropathologist (J.G.).

Statistical Analysis

Patient characteristics and treatments for the 2 groups of patients (TIN and RPT) were compared by using χ² tests (sex and treatments), 2-sample t tests (age), and Wilcoxon 2-sample tests (time from radiation and time between PCT and surgery). Wilcoxon 2-sample tests were performed to compare the PCT parameters between the 2 groups. Multivariate analyses by using logistic regression models were performed to assess the relationship of the PS estimates and other perfusion parameters in differentiating the 2 groups of patients. C-statistics were computed to estimate the area under the curve for these models. In addition, ROCs were performed to determine the best cut-points for the PCT parameters in differentiating TIN and RPT. The cut-points with the highest sum of sensitivity and specificity were selected. All data analyses were conducted by using SAS version 9.2 (SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina).

Results

Of 38 patients, 11 were diagnosed with pure TIN and 27 had RPT. Thirty-five patients underwent treatment for a primary brain neoplasm (WHO grade II = 7, grade III = 10, grade IV = 18; hemangiopericytoma, n = 1), and 3 patients had metastatic disease (brain metastases from lung carcinoma, n = 2; skull multiple myeloma, n = 1). Thirty-seven patients underwent surgery (STR, n = 23; GTR, n = 9; biopsy, n = 5) for the primary lesion, and 1 patient did not have any surgery. All patients underwent adjuvant radiation therapy (EBRT, 55–60 Gy, n = 32; SRS, 14–16 Gy, n = 3; IMRT, 5940 cGY, n = 2), whole-brain radiation therapy, 54 Gy, n = 1) and chemotherapy (in the first cycle of chemotherapy, 28 patients were given TMZ, 3 patients were given bevacizumab, 5 patients received poliferproan 20 with carmustine implant [Gliadel Wafers], 1 patient received PCV, and 1, carmustine). Four patients received additional SRS (n = 2) and a fractionated stereotactic radiation therapy (n = 2) boost following the initial EBRT.

The median time interval between development of recurrent/progressive enhancing lesions noted on follow-up imaging and radiation therapy was 15 months (range, 2–150 months). The median time interval between the development of TIN and radiation therapy was 15 months, whereas this time interval was 13 months for the RPT group. Ten patients were on a stable dose of steroids before the PCT examination, whereas 28 patients were not receiving any steroids at the time of
PCT examination. The median time interval between PCT and surgery for the recurrent/progressive lesion was 11 days (range, 1–157 days). Thirty-four patients underwent surgical resection (STR, n = 31; GTR, n = 3), and 4 patients underwent biopsy with multiple specimens obtained for histologic examination (Table). No differences were detected between the 2 groups of patients for patient characteristics and treatments.

**PCT Parameters**

There was a statistically significant difference between the 2 groups with the TIN group showing significantly lower mean PS values than the RPT group (1.8 ± 0.8 versus 3.6 ± 1.6 mL/100 g/min; P value = .001). The TIN group also showed lower rCBF (1.2 ± 0.3 versus 2.1 ± 0.7; P value < .001), lower rMTT (1.4 ± 0.4 versus 1.0 ± 0.4; P value = .018) compared with the RPT group (Figs 1–3). When considered in the same model, both mean PS and rCBV remained significantly associated with differentiating the 2 groups (P value = .036 and .031, respectively). The C-statistic for the model with both parameters was 0.956 compared with the 0.877 for mean PS alone and 0.904 for rCBV alone.

From the ROC analyses, high sensitivity and specificity were obtained by using a cutoff value of rCBV > 1.5 (sensitivity, 81.5%; specificity, 90%) and of PS > 2.5 (sensitivity, 81.5%; specificity, 81.8%) to differentiate the 2 entities. Additionally, of the 17 patients with both rCBV > 1.5 and PS > 2.5, all had RPT. In contrast, of the 9 patients with both rCBV ≤ 1.5 and PS ≤ 2.5, eight (89%) had TIN (Fig 4).

**Discussion**

**Radiation-Induced Permeability Changes**

Late radiation effects in normal tissues are classically attributed to damage to various critical target-cell populations; in the brain, these 2 cell populations are glial cells and endothelial cells. More recently, the contribution of chronic oxidative stress to late radiation brain injury has been implicated. One school of thought is that endothelial damage is the primary essential event in the pathophysiology of delayed radiation necrosis because the endothelium is relatively vulnerable to reproductive death. The endothelium is sensitive to radiation, but the effect has a longer latency in contrast to the glial cells, which are less sensitive but have a shorter latency. In the first weeks after irradiation, there is a modest but definite breakdown of the BBB; this effect is transitory and is followed by a period of functional recovery and a latent period of normal BBB function. However, the endothelial cells have significant irreparable chromosomal damage and reproductive death, leading to a relatively declining number of surviving cells. This latent period, the period of apparent recovery, ends when the number of surviving cells drops below the level required to maintain function, leading to an eventual increase in vascular permeability.

Another study showed that after irradiation, the neuropil seemed morphologically intact at 3.5 months, though necrosis was seen at 4 months after radiosurgery with 75 Gy in the rat cortex. In another rat-model study, it was shown that the BBB breakdown increased up to the 6-month time point and thereafter appeared to stabilize or decrease. Another rat-model study showed detectable disruption of the BBB at 2 weeks postirradiation shown as discrete leakage, whereas late injury seen at 24 weeks indicated more diffuse vascular leakage.
Postradiation therapy permeability changes in the NAWM have also been studied in the past by using dynamic contrast-enhanced MR perfusion techniques. Lee et al. showed a dose-dependent increase in vascular permeability 2 months after radiation therapy, which decreased at 4 months; however, this study did not have absolute quantification of permeability.

**Fig 2.** A 77-year-old man with an initial diagnosis of glioblastoma multiforme who underwent GTR, chemotherapy, and RT (EBRT, 60 Gy). A, Follow-up MR image shows a recurrent enhancing lesion 26 months post-RT in the right parieto-occipital region within the radiation field. B and C, CBV (B) and PS (C) maps show high rCBV and PS, suggesting RPT, which was confirmed with histopathology.

**Fig 3.** A 41-year-old man with an initial diagnosis of WHO grade II astrocytoma who underwent chemotherapy and RT (IMRT, 63 Gy). A, At 33 months post-RT, follow-up MR image shows development of a recurrent enhancing lesion in bilateral frontal regions. B and C, CBV (B) and PS (C) maps show low rCBV and PS, suggesting TIN. D and E, The patient underwent biopsy. Histopathology slides show pan-necrosis, reactive astrogliosis, necrotizing vasculopathy, and demyelination, with no active tumor foci, suggesting TIN (hematoxylin-eosin, original magnification ×10, D, and ×20, E).
ability, and changes obtained in recirculation phase were presumed to represent vascular permeability. Cao et al also showed an increase in vascular permeability during radiation therapy, which decreased after RT and also was correlated with neurocognitive dysfunction.

**In Vivo Permeability Estimates in Radiation-Induced Injury**

Quantitative permeability estimates by using any of the available perfusion imaging techniques have not been performed in the past to differentiate TIN or radiation effects from RPT. Part of the reason involves many complexities and assumptions associated with accurate permeability estimates using dynamic contrast-enhanced MR perfusion modalities. Previous authors have used relative PSR or signal-intensity enhancement-time curves as an indirect measure of vascular leakiness successfully; however, absolute quantitative estimates of permeability have not been used yet, to our knowledge, for this very important clinical scenario. Absolute quantitative estimates of PS have been performed by using PCT in brain tumors and have been used for preoperative glioma grading as well as to differentiate high-grade gliomas from non-neoplastic lesions, such as tumefactive demyelinating lesions. PS estimates using PCT have shown much more robust results due to a linear relationship of contrast agent with the tissue attenuation curve as well as the availability of a stable arterial input signal intensity compared with MR perfusion techniques. In addition to PS estimates, other hemodynamic perfusion parameters can also be obtained in 1 single experiment by using PCT and, hence, can add to the diagnostic value of the test.

In the present study, we obtained absolute quantification of vascular permeability (ie, PS by using PCT) and have shown increased PS in patients with TIN, but this increased PS is still significantly (\( P = .001 \)) less compared with much more increased PS seen in RPTs. RPTs are usually higher grade tumors with increased vascularity and also increased neangiogenesis with higher VEGF expression, which leads to increased CBV as well as increased PS, as seen in our observed results. Barajas et al showed lower relative PSR in recurrent glioblastoma multiforme compared with radiation necrosis by using dynamic susceptibility contrast more permeable to macromolecular contrast agents; however, their measurements were not a direct estimate of lesion leakiness. They also noted a large degree of overlap between the 2 groups, making rPSR a less robust predictor of recurrent tumor. The same group also published the same methodology with stronger results by using rPSR to differentiate metastatic tumors from radiation necrosis, suggesting that PSR may be a better prognostic indicator of tumor recurrence than rCBV, hence probably, to some degree, exposing the limitations of nonquantitative and indirect methods of permeability assessment.

**Practical Problems Using Permeability Estimates to Differentiate TIN From RPT**

Apart from the limited resolution of clinically available imaging tools for permeability estimates in RPTs, most of these lesions have viable tumor mixed with variable amounts of tumor or treatment-induced necrosis. This combination not only leads to a very heterogeneous morphologic imaging appearance but also restricts the utility of most of the functional imaging modalities. Most of these modalities, whether using metabolic or physiologic imaging, are banking on the differences in metabolic or physiologic demands of the tissue. Another factor that can particularly complicate permeability estimates is the fact that upregulation of VEGF, which is known to be 1 of the major factors responsible for increased leakiness of blood vessels in tumors, and is also upregulated in radiation injury. Recent reports suggesting that anti-VEGF therapy can be used in patients with radiation necrosis supports the role played by VEGF signaling cascade in radiation injury.

**Vascular Perfusion Parameters in Differentiating TIN from RPT**

Blood volume estimates obtained by using MR or PCT techniques have been previously used with significant success in differentiating the 2 entities. Blood volume estimates are based on the differences in vascularity of the 2 entities, with recurrent tumors showing high blood volume due to tumor angiogenesis and increased vascular density; whereas radiation necrosis shows low blood volume because it consists primarily of hyalinized vasculopathy and coagulative necrosis, leading to hypoperfusion. However, tumor vascularity and perfusion also depend on a number of other variables and are usually very heterogeneous. In a rapidly growing high-grade tumor, vascularity can be severely compromised due to the rapid growth of the tumor cells, necrosis, and increased permeability of the vessels causing interstitial edema, which can result in compression of the smaller vessels, also leading to areas of hypoperfusion. Similarly, within irradiated brain tissue, in addition to occlusive vasculopathy, a variety of other vascular phenomena are noted, such as aneurysmal formation, telangiectasia, vascular elongation, and a remarkable proliferation of endothelial cells, especially in the capillary bed, which can even increase CBV in radiation necrosis, thus inducing some overlap of the vascular perfusion parameters. Hence, the addition of permeability measurements, as in the present study, can provide another aspect of the vasculature that may help differentiate the 2 entities better.

CBV and PS, even though they are probably correlated, have been shown to represent different aspects of tumor angiogenesis in a recent publication. CBV has been shown to
correlate with microvascular density, whereas PS has shown a stronger correlation with microvascular cellular proliferation.29 In the present study, we showed a similar association of rCBV and PS (Fig 4), with some patients showing lower rCBV but high PS and vice versa, suggesting that the perfusion imaging modalities that will provide estimates of both CBV and PS may help better differentiate non-neoplastic lesions such as TIN from RPT. However, most of the commercially available perfusion software is vendor-specific and uses different post-processing methodology; hence, absolute or even relative values of perfusion parameters obtained by using one software may not match those in another center using a different vendor and software. However, understanding the histologic and angiogenic bases of these perfusion parameters will help in better use of these imaging tools, especially in clinical practice, where most of these recurrent enhancing lesions consist of variable degrees of viable tumor and necrosis.

Limitations of the Study
One of the major limitations of our study is the small sample size, particularly of histopathology-proved radiation necrosis, apart from being a retrospective study. Another important factor is that 9 (33%) patients with RPT were on stable doses of steroids at the time of PCT examination compared with only 1 (9%) of the patients with TIN, which could potentially lead to erroneous estimates of permeability because steroids are known to repair the damaged BBB. However, if that is the case, in fact, this will enhance our statistically significant results by increasing PS estimates further in the RPT group. Another limitation of our study is that 3 (27%) of the patients with TIN were diagnosed with biopsies, which may not be a true representative of the whole lesion; however, 2 of these 3 patients had stable or improving enhancement on follow-up MR imaging studies.

Conclusions
Permeability estimates can provide additional physiologic information about recurrent/progressive enhancing lesions in addition to the other vascular parameters by using PCT, which can aid in differentiating TIN from RPT. Radiation necrosis shows lower PS compared with RPT due to leaky angiogenesis seen with high-grade recurrent tumors, whereas vasculature associated with TIN is not that leaky, despite having damaged endothelium and hypoxia-related VEGF upregulation.
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